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Abstract 
According to the diffusion-parabolized Navier-Stokes (DPNS) equations theory and the physical characteristic analysis of the 
boundary layer of flat plate flow, it is first put foreword that the velocity grade and the pressure grade are different in different 
layer of the boundary layer and outlet flow field in the tangential direction of the wall surface, which is different from the 
Prandtl¶s boundary layer theory using an unitary freestream velocity grade and an unitary pressure grade, and we call it as the 
trible grades theory. According to the trible grades theory of pressure and the Prandtl¶s boundary layer theory, the principle of 
pressure decomposed is obtained. Accordingly, the Navier-Stokes ferrohydrodynamic (FH) equations are simplified, the principle 
of pressure decomposed of the magnetic fluid is obtained, there are three fluid flows which are controlled by three basic 
equations: the Euler FH (EFH) equations, diffusion-parabolized FH (DPFH) equations and Navier-Stokes FH (NSFH) equations. 
The three basic equations have different mathematical characteristics; there is a great disparity in domains of the three basic 
flows and the domains of EFH equations and DPFH equations are very small. Therefore, adopting EFH-DPFH-NSFH equations 
system to analyze and compute high Re number magnetic fluid flows over bodies is a logical approach. Our results show that if 
the discrete grids are not fine enough, numerically simulating the viscous magnetic fluid with the full NSFH equations are 
equivalent to simulating the magnetic fluid with DPFH equations or with EFH-DPFH-NSFH equations system. 
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1. The pressure decomposed principle  
 
In the succeeding section we will give the pressure decomposed principle for the interacting shear flow over a flat 
plate, which is defined as the flow with convection-dominant in the tangential direction of the wall surface and 
convection-diffusion competing in the normal direction. That is to say, there exists main-stream direction for an 
interacting shear flow. Therefore, the coordinate must be elected in reason to ascertain the most simple conservation 
equations. For example, the material coordinate is elected at a flat plate, and the curve coordinate is elected in the 
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conditions of curl wall with x-axis along the wall and y-axis upright the wall. For the uncontrolled shear flow as 
shear layer at inlet, shoot flow and trail flow, one of the coordinate axes will be consistent with the main-stream 
direction of the free shear flow. 
For the interacting shear flows, there exists a diffuse parabolized layer between the classical Prandtl¶s boundary 
layer and the inviscid flow layer. To built the pressure decomposed principle, the four basic assumptions will be 
built for the interacting shear flows as follows 
(A) The flow is predominantly parallel near wall, i.e. u>>v.  
(B) There exists a diffuse parabolized layer between the Prandtl¶s boundary layer and the inviscid flow layer.  
(C) The scales of physical quantities are different in different layer of the interacting shear flow. 
(D) In the inviscid layer, the influnce of viscosity is unimportant. 
In order to answer the question of how and which terms are negnected, it is necessary, first to estimate the 
gradients of any terms with sure formation in different regions. LetǬ1 be the Prandtl¶s boundary layer thickness,Ǭ2 
be the diffuse parabolized layer thickness. AndǬ=Ǭ1+Ǭ2 is called the boundary layer thickness. Compared with 
the plate length L, the boundary layer thickness is very small, that is to say, L >>Ǭ2 >>Ǭ1, it is easy to know that L 
+Ǭ2 >>Ǭ2 andǬ1+Ǭ2 ~Ǭ2. It implies that the axial derivatives of velocity components are much smaller than the 
transverse derivatives of those same components, the boundary layer thickness is much smaller than the 
characteristic scale, and the Prandtl¶s boundary layer thickness is much smaller than the diffuse parabolized layer 
thickness. In the inviscid flow region the flow is frictionless and potential, and the Euler equations are valid. 
The pressure gradients in the tangential direction of the wall surface are kept in the equations thus allowing for 
wave propagations. The pressure is passive stress which is decided by the momentum and the model of the fluid, 
and the scales of the pressure are given by two scale exponents, in different regions of flowfield or for different fluid 
flows, the scales of the pressure are different.  
In the classical Prandtl boundary-layer theory, v is of the orderǬ1 and Re ~Ǭ12, then Ωv/Ωx and Ω2v/Ωx2 are also 
of the orderǬ1. From the normal momentum equation we may infer that Ωp/Ωy is of the orderǬ1 which is very small, 
then the Prandtl boundary-layer equations which contain the normal momentum equation Ωp/Ωy=0 are valid. It is 
easy to show that p=p1(x) in the Prandtl boundary-layer. In the outflow region, p=p(x, y) can¶t be decomposed as 
total of the downstream and cross-stream direction pressure components. 
The question is which form is valid for pressure in the diffusion parabolized layer. According to the 
decomposed form of pressure and the assumption (B) and (C), we should like to build the principle of pressure 
decomposed as follows 
The principle of pressure decomposed In the Prandtl boundary layer and the diffusion parabolized layer for 
flow over a flat plate satisfying four basic assumptions (A)-(D), the total pressure can be decomposed as 
p=p1i(x)+p2i(y)(i=1,2), where p1i(x) and p1i(x) are the downstream and cross-stream direction pressure components. 
Further more, p12(y) =0 and p= p11(x) in Prandtl  boundary-layer. 
Based on the principle of pressure decomposed, we will analysis the thickness of boundary layer and build the 
principle of pressure gradient and other corresponding theorys. The principle of pressure decomposed will be proved 
numerically in this work, and further theoretical and experimental investigations of this problem will be later 
undertaken and enriched in other works 
 
2. The pressure decomposed principle of the magnetic fluids 
  
For the interacting shear flows of the magnetic fluids, there exists a magnetic layer between the classical 
Prandtl¶s boundary layer and the wall. To built the pressure decomposed principle, the four basic assumptions will 
be built for the interacting shear flows as follows 
(A) The flow is predominantly parallel near wall, i.e. u>>v.  
(B) There exists a diffuse parabolized layer between the Prandtl¶s boundary layer and the inviscid flow layer. 
(C) The scales of physical quantities are different in different layer of the interacting shear flow. 
(D) In the inviscid layer, the influnce of viscosity is unimportant. 
(E) The thickness of magnetic layer is decided by magnetic fluids which is less effected by velocity and temperature 
of fluid. Then the thickness of magnetic layer is constant. 
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Let d  be the thickness of magnetic layer, we assume that d ~Ǭ2. The question is which form is valid for 
pressure in the diffusion parabolized layer. According to the decomposed form of pressure and the assumption (B) 
and (C), we should like to build the principle of pressure decomposed as follows 
The principle of pressure decomposed of the magnetic fluids For the interacting shear flows of  the 
magnetic fluids, there exists a magnetic layer between the classical Prandtl¶s boundary layer and the wall. In the 
Prandtl boundary layer and the diffusion parabolized layer for flow over a flat plate satisfying four basic 
assumptions (A)-(D), the total pressure can be decomposed as p=p1i(x)+p2i(y)(i=1,2), where p1i(x) and p1i(x) are the 
downstream and cross-stream direction pressure components. Further more, p12(y) =0 and p= p11(x) in Prandtl  
boundary-layer. 
 
3. The diffusion-parabolized FH equations 
 
By the principle of pressure decomposed, we obtain the following diffusion parabolized Navier-Stokes(DPNS) 
equations: 
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By the principle of pressure decomposed of the magnetic fluids, we obtain the following diffusion parabolized 
ferrohydrodynamic (DPFH) equations: 
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Where p*=p0+ȡ0 H2/2 (see [11]).  
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The velocity grade and the pressure grade are put foreword in different layer of the boundary layer and outlet 
flow field in the tangential direction of the wall surface. The principle of pressure decomposed and the principle of 
pressure decomposed of the magnetic fluids are obtained.  
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